Reflecting on our Comboni Missionaries Evangelisation in our present world situation in Africa, and especially in South Sudan, I was asking myself how we are tackling the matter of the formation of a “Christian Conscience” in a context where the Globalised World News enormous speed is practically filling up the heads of people, consciously or unconsciously, with opinions, ideas and ideologies which certainly do not leave them, especially Young People, unaffected and “create a mentality”, frequently quite different and frequently totally contrary to the spirit of Gospel message. These were my questions:

1. How strong is the impact of our Gospel proclamation on every day people’s life compared to the impact of other secularised medias messages, especially on youth?
2. Another was: is it enough “to proclaim the Gospel” and just stop there without a careful accompaniment in its growth so that the weed may not suffocate it. So, which approach can we use and how to plan for it?
3. In front of the secularized medias and press, how do we tackle the formation of people, especially youth and families, so that a true and sound Christian critical conscience may develop in them in front of so big confusion of proposals?
4. How can we counter-balance the lies and deceits of many national and international organizations which present themselves as “trustworthy” but, in reality, their real agenda is kept purposely hidden to the eyes of people, while appearing to them as organization which want their real good, especially in the field of Health Services.

I thought that these are points to be tackled within the field of direct evangelisation and J.P.I. Creation according to their topic. The first instance (direct evangelisation) takes care of message in itself, Jesus and the Kingdom of God, and the other one (JPIC) takes care of the fruits and values of the Kingdom present among us. Both of them intrinsically linked to one another.

In every evaluation of our evangelising mission, words like “post-modernity” (1), “neoliberal ideology” (2) “globalization” (3) and “Multinationals” (4), are our daily food in tackling our present situation in the world and affecting every corner of it. In all our Chapter Documents the above ideologies united with the economic, commercial and financial power of leading rich and powerful countries, have been proved capable of interfering into the economies and legislations of weaker countries, subjugating them to a neo-colonization even worse than the former one. While leaving the countries apparently politically “free” because they have and are ruled by their own leaders, in reality they are totally dependent from outside/abroad and the head of states become the “link collaborators” through whom they do their business.

What I have said until now is “a common reflected reality” and we find it in all the Comboni Documents and reports linked to Evangelisation and JPIC. All of them try to discern the positive aspects of them and denounce and take action upon the negative ones. Especially we, Comboni Missionaries, “humbly” feel to be leading prophets who see and denounce all these evil and, being for the “most poor, abandoned and marginalized people”, we “feel proud” to work in those situations of frontier as fish in their own waters.
A Glance to our Chapter Documents and Ratio Missionis

While examining “with a bit of Comboni pride” all this situations “where we are inserted”, I felt that there was still something not fitting and missing in the whole picture. “We are into every possible visible life-abuse situation”, yes, but there is one less visible that we never mention and about which, I myself I would not be able to answer “why?” though we all know that it exist and how terrible it is.

This is precisely “the abuse of life and its killing before it comes to light”, that is the whole reality of “inducted abortion”. Statistics say it is beyond one billion in the whole world, a real hecatomb, a real massacre and a real holocaust much beyond Hitler and Auschwitz one.

Our Evangelisation Priorities

What do I mean with what I said above? I mean that in our Evangelising Priorities I have the impression that something is really missing and it should not be. But why? We probably are “not yet equipped” to deal with that in or First Evangelisation. It may be that what happens in the very first stage of life or a person “is not our Charism” but the charism of other institution. Is that we have developed our charism for “big events of grown up life”, like slave trade, refugees, and all other evils situations of today to be denounced but not the massacre of the first stage of life?

Also our “campaigns”: how much is our practical support pro-life campaigns organised by others? What percentage of us would feel directly involved? Are we Comboni Missionaries just bystanders in this regard? I have the real impression that, in general, we are.

Thus we (especially in South Sudan) leave the matter to “others” (except when we tackle the matter of HIV/AIDS) in our workshops. For the rest, it seems to me that we leave it to “Others”. And who are this “others”? They are precisely the people we are questioning in our documents like the Chapter Generals (the Chapter Acts), Evangelization, JPIC, Formation etc.

It is precisely the “Formation of people and their consciences” to the “Gospel of Life”, in particular Young People (who may be called to any type of vocation although, normally, to married life) and Married People (Families) in facing their concrete problems of marriage and procreation.

Certainly South Sudan is, being the newest born country in Africa, is also, together with the north, the one who suffered more the consequences of the war and of the Moslem pressure, thus hindering an harmonic Christian religious growth in the lived faith. Other countries like Uganda, Kenya etc. were certainly able to organize a more Christian professional help to them, having higher number of better prepared religious and lay people up to this very important task.

For us Comboni, it may also be true that “we ourselves” in a “conscious or unconscious ways” are affected by the same mentality we oppose in our documents, or we prefer to go along with it without really taking concrete action.

We Speak about .......(JPIC No.7) Increasing poverty, uncontrolled urbanization, corruption, the international debt, the arms trade, the problem of refugees and displaced persons, demographic concerns and threats to the family, the spread of AIDS, the survival of the practice of slavery in some places, figure among the fundamental issues in Africa.
And we can confirm that, (JPIC no. 21)….In the Comboni missionary family we have a good tradition of this struggle for transformation.

http://www.comboni.org/contenuto/view/id/100875, which reconfirm what is found practically in all our MCCJ (and CMS) documents. So, we feel quite at ease with it, it is our job. The other one, instead, it is not so clear.

Who, in the pastoral field, would openly tackle the “condom mentality” with people and youth? Who would tackle it without being labelled as “traditionalist and conservative”, “backward” and “un-capable to understand and welcome modern methods”. Then, the fear of remaining speechless in front of the well prepared arguments of the “opposition”?

Who would be so courageous to tackle it in a workshop where “pro-condom” health personnel, without a sign of doubts, present its unfailing benefits, especially in front of “merciful cases”, infective sickness, above all in the HIV/AIDS? Treatement?.

Again, who else would have the courage to present the “natural way of birth control”, like the “Billing Natural Methods”, “sex abstinence” before marriage and “faithfulness” in married life when the other artificial ones presented and forced in by all national and international “Planned Parenthood” associations and federations seem to be the quickest and most reliable ones. Which argument would we put in favour of natural methods? The Catholic Church? No way, that is the main target of IPPF, the greatest enemy. If you do it you must be really backward and an enemy of “freedom of human rights and progress.” Will I, will you so have the courage of being labelled?

Then in truth, I suppose that with the speed medical and genetic issues develop, a good numbers of confreres (except those in the medical field and medical sisters), would not feel fit to tackle properly. This can hinder also the good will of doing it, especially if among the audience there are medical personnel of the opposite view. Then, by not having medically well prepared and sound “Christian Personnel, especially lay medical Christian personnel, we may give up, thus, leaving the task of forming people’s consciences to “others”, almost all of them affiliated and helped with funds from International Planned Parenthood Federation or similar national association or foundations.

The “Planned Parenthood” federations/association, national and international

What is in reality their own aim? They have an immediate goal and a long term one to be implemented with scientific and professional methods, both in words and in planning.

Planned Parenthood (5) http://www.stopp.org/index_printable.php takes its inspiration from and is linked to the “eugenic” movement / ideology, which word from the Greek “eugenēs”, well born, = (eu- + -genēs = good + born). http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/Eugenists%27 seeks to have better generations, better quality of life, a better situation in the world where also the population will not be out of control and so its resources. But, behind the euphemisms, the crude truth is another which we will see later.

Their immediate aim is to create in people, especially young people, a new mentality of freedom and relativism starting with sex, eg. “the condom mentality”, have safe sex, feel free in your sexual life). Once you start with this, the rest will follow automatically and everything will possibly be acceptable and detached from every moral law (be it religious, human or traditional). So, if by unforeseen reasons, you have a pregnancy, no problem, “a termination of gravidance” is possible (that is “Abortion / killing of the foetus”). Then abortion for all other reasons until Euthanasia….

As Pope John Paul II says in “The Gospel of Life” no. 4, “...but no less grave and disturbing is the fact that conscience itself, darkened as it were by such widespread conditioning, is finding it
increasingly difficult to distinguish between good and evil in what concerns the basic value of human life.” (6)

The long term aim, instead, is clearly according to the “eugenic” mind: full scale contraception, with all means, with all artificial devices, with abortifacient pills, abortion (7), population control, sterilization especially of races and people considered not fit (eg. mentally sick, poor people, and people at the margins of society) to end with “euthanasia”, in their euphemism, “good/gentle death”, in truth “assisted murder.” This is totally the opposite of the Christian attitude. (8)

In fact, this is the reason of that “eu”, in Greek = Good, which they put in front of everything. Their tactics is always to use “euphemisms”, that is, “neutral terms”, “alternative words” in order to lead people into believing that what they offer is not only innocuous, but very positive, effective and safe. Never will they tell about possible side effects, lest they will induce doubts into the minds of sound people that there may be something wrong. In fact right and wrong should never be mentioned, should be removed all together from the minds of people, and therefore also God.

Again Pope John Paul II in “The Gospel of Life” no. 13 says “...In order to facilitate the spread of abortion, enormous sums of money have been invested and continue to be invested in the production of pharmaceutical products which make it possible to kill the foetus in the mother’s womb without recourse to medical assistance. On this point, scientific research itself seems to be almost exclusively preoccupied with developing products which are ever more simple and effective in suppressing life and which at the same time are capable of removing abortion from any kind of control or social responsibility.”(9)

So this people are the one who, with enormous amounts of money and fat donations from various foundation (10)  [http://www.eurongos.org/Default.aspx?ID=1474]. IPPF, of course, is proud to publish the list of its clients (11)  [http://woodseerclient.wordpress.com/category/ingos/]

They are supporting Government and other medical agencies all over the world, especially in third world countries. Africa is full of them and South Sudan as well. They will, then, organise and give free workshops to people and youth everywhere and lead them to believe in the goodness of their own “doctrines” and “policies” uncritically.

We Comboni Missionaries

Coming back to us Comboni Missionaries, especially we of South Sudan, how would our “First Evangelisation” include the care of this formation of Leaders, People, Families and Youth?

Going through the Chapter Documents on Evangelisation I did not find any quotation or reference of our own which may suggest that this is “one very important issue” in the proclamation of the Gospel. Even the Encyclical Letter “Evangelium Vitae” of Pope John Paul II is never quoted on our documents, though I tried to check all through. (If I am wrong, please correct me, and I will be very joyful to admit my short sight).

In no place of official Comboni Missionaries Documents there is a clear statement or encouragement to take positive action towards this issue: does it mean that this is not part of our Comboni Prophetic Charism?. Even in the Ratio Missionis “we” never mentioned this issue, not even as acknowledgement (I say “we” because I, myself, have never wrote anything about this issue until now).
As the letter to the members of the three Comboni Institutes on Justice/Peace and the Integrity of creation quotes: “The Synod for Africa offers a concrete application: ‘If the proclamation of justice and peace is an integral part of the task of evangelization, it follows that the promotion of these values should also be a part of the pastoral program of each Christian community.’” (12)

In fact it is among the “Other Documents” of JPIC that the only reference to the Encyclical Letter of Pope John Paul II is found and that is in the presentation of Dr R. L. Walley of Matercare, when he says: “MCI aims to be a prophetic witness by reflecting on the Gospel values of Life and Love as presented to us in the late Holy Father’s Encyclical, Evangelium Vitae, and most recently in the present Holy Father’s first Encyclical Deus Caritas Est.”

http://www.comboni.org/contenuto/view/id/101941

So, being aware of this big gap in our “prophetic role”, how can we possibly be “inspired anew by Comboni’s passion for the regeneration and transformation of (Africa) and of the world” (13) without taking up seriously also this challenge, which as Pope John Paul II prophetically tells us that, together with the old ways of undermining life we are already used to face, this is a new tragedy of our world challenging each one of us (14) and it affects, in particular, the places where we Combonis are the proclaiming the Good News of Life of Jesus (15).

Induced abortion are over one Billion world-wide, of which 400.millions only in China: are these figures just cold numbers? (16). Are they not the voice of God telling us now “I heard the cry of my unborn Children”….. Go yourself to Pharaoh!…..(17).

KATTOLICO.it offers to web readers the possibility of downloading a well known video of an abortion, thank to Dr. Nicolini. Pro-abortion lobbies and the so-called “progressive world” denounced the film also on legal ground for very obvious reasons: it was revealing the crude truth behind their linguistic euphemism. The video occupies 32 megabytes and lasts 18 minutes. If you are interested just click on this link. At the bottom of it you will find further instructions.

http://www.kattoliko.it/leggendanera/modules.php?name=Urlosilenzioso

Evangelium Vitae

The Encyclical letter of Pope John Paul II, Evangelium Vitae, (The Gospel of Life) is really prophetic in our present society. The acute perception of evil threats to human life, already praxis at the time he wrote it, has developed so seriously bad that, when a person tries to look honestly, without prejudice and with clear light into it, finds himself lost in dismay, utterly shocked. The same way people were shocked in front of the tragic reality and the macabre scenery unfolding in front of their eyes in the concentration camps of Auschwitz and others. This is specifically the tragic reality of “Abortion” when you look into it.

The so vast network of abortion societies and clinics can rightly be compared to a huge and monstrous Pacific Ocean Octopus ( Piovra ) whose tentacles have reached and caught every human aspect of life, strangling it, thus, leaving no hope for survival. Even more threatening is the fact that a huge number of people whose life is threatened by its deadly grasps seem non to realise the gravity of their situation and even enjoy and cooperate enthusiastically with this monster, which seems to have given them new freedom and made them discover their rights kept hidden along the past millenniums of history.

Looking at the Future with Hope

Luckily, as the Encyclical Evangelium Vitae “The Gospel of Life” says: “There are still many married couples who, with a generous sense of responsibility, are ready to accept children as "the
supreme gift of marriage”, Nor is there a lack of families which, over and above their everyday service to life, are willing to accept abandoned children, boys and girls and teenagers in difficulty, handicapped persons, elderly men and women who have been left alone. Many centres in support of life, or similar institutions, are sponsored by individuals and groups which, with admirable dedication and sacrifice, offer moral and material support to mothers who are in difficulty and are tempted to have recourse to abortion. Increasingly, there are appearing in many places groups of volunteers prepared to offer hospitality to persons without a family, who find themselves in conditions of particular distress or who need a supportive environment to help them to overcome destructive habits and discover anew the meaning of life.

Medical science, thanks to the committed efforts of researchers and practitioners, continues in its efforts to discover ever more effective remedies: treatments which were once inconceivable but which now offer much promise for the future are today being developed for the unborn, the suffering and those in an acute or terminal stage of sickness.” (18).

This is precisely the work of “liberation” God is doing in the middle of a culture of death. The above mentioned people are the new “Moses”, “the meekest and most humble person on earth” (Numbers 12:3), led by true hope (19) in the most powerful God present among his people in Jesus his beloved Son. They, like Moses, will be able to free humanity from that monstrous Pacific Ocean Octopus (Piovra).

The hope which led St Josephine Bakhita in her life story (20) and the first Christians of the Roman Church under a Roman empire without God will be the one leading humanity to salvation (21), because God is Love (22) and no power of darkness will overcome it. Then the Encyclical EV. ends with a prayer to Mary, entrusting all this “disturbing reality” to her, but especially, all the hopes of people who, like her, have said yes to God and to life and look at her, as their mother, for inspiration and intercession. Not just an (eu-logic) end with a pious prayer of good wish, but a bold profession of faith in her motherly powerful intercession to God as the “New Eve” chosen by God.

Questions
- We Comboni Missionaries MCCJ and CMS are involved in Health Care through our hospitals or Diocesan Church Hospitals: how can these confreres and sister be of help and support to our confreres, priests, brothers, sisters and lay people involved in pastoral work so that the Gospel “of life” may be proclaimed to youth, people and mothers in a truthful way?
- As “Missionaries” we normally refer to the missionary documents of the church: Ad Gentes, Evangelii Nuntiandi, Catechesi Tradendae, Redemptoris Missio. Together with the R.C.I.A., the New Catechism and the Social teaching of the Church, and continental Synods, I really think that the recent encyclicals, especially “Evangelium Vitae”, should be an integral part of our missionary reflection as a Church “prophetic” sign-post in evangelisation, without which we may lose the wider church prophetic bond and, at time, to refer only to “our own prophetism” in “First Evangelization”.
- About abortion, can we just say: “let us leave it to other congregations”, it’s not into our charism?
- For South Sudan: how can we better develop a catechesis which takes into consideration this important and uneasy issue? Can we really say we are evangelizing if we allow the “weed” to be spread/sown first without us taking any better action to enlighten the minds and assuring the hearts of people in the truth about life, before and after it is conceived and to find the right “cultural terms” to tackle the issue and to accompany families on their journey, until the final stage of life?
- How could topics as Natural Family Planning be developed, how to make people, and especially youth and women and families, aware of the dangers of entering into the “contraceptive mentality”, which almost always will end up with abortion, and to care for good legislation on life’s matters.
- How to point out the evil and make people alert about asking for delicate pre-natal services in pro-artificial birth control and abortion NGOs and health institution?

- Finally, I am sure that other MCCJ provinces (especially Uganda, Kenya, Ethiopia and Sudan (North) have done a long journey also in this issue: how can they share the positive results of their better planned evangelization of the family and of Youth on this issue? (Wau and Mapuordit in South Sudan may also help to enlighten the topic).

Conclusion:
This article is not certainly exhausting the topic presented, but its intention is to share the concern and create a wider sharing of opinions on the validity or not of the topic and a deeper inclusion of such a reflection in our Comboni Missionary Evangelisation in relation to JPIC.

Thanks to you for your attention.

Next topic:
The Eugenists and the consequences of their thought and praxis.

Quotations:

(1) Postmodernity (also spelled post-modernity or termed the postmodern condition) is generally used to describe the economic or cultural state or condition of society which is said to exist after modernity. Some school of thought hold that modernity ended in the late 20th century, in the 1980s or early 1990s[1] replaced by postmodernity, while others would extend modernity to cover the developments denoted by postmodernity, while some believe that modernity ended after World War II. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Postmodernity

(2) The term neoliberal is now used mainly by those who are critical of legislative market reforms such as free trade, deregulation, privatization, and reducing government control of the economy. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neoliberalism

(3) The term globalization has been in increasing use since the mid-1980s and especially since the mid-1990s[2] In 2000, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) identified four basic aspects of globalization: trade and transactions, capital and investment movements, migration and movement of people and the dissemination of knowledge. Further, environmental challenges such as climate change, cross-boundary water and air pollution, and over-fishing of the ocean are linked with globalization. Globalizing processes affect and are affected by business and work organization, economics, socio-cultural resources, and the natural environment. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Globalization

(4) A multinational corporation (MNC) or multinational enterprise (MNE)[3] is a corporation that is registered in more than one country or that has operations in more than one country. It is a large corporation which both produces and sells goods or services in various countries.[4] It can also be referred to as an international corporation. They play an important role in globalization. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multinational_corporation http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_multinational_corporations

(5) http://www.stopp.org/index_printable.php (PP targeting Latino teens audience)

(6) EV (Evangelium Vitae) no. 4

(7) http://www.parrocchie.it/correggio/ascensione/pianificazione_mondiale.htm (Rockefeller, H.Kissinger, IPPF etc.)

(8) SP (Spe Salvi) no. 38. “The true measure of humanity is essentially determined in relationship to suffering and to the sufferer. This holds true both for the individual and for society. A society unable to accept its suffering and incapable of helping to share their suffering and to bear it inwardly through “com-passion” is a cruel and inhuman society…… The Latin word con-solatio, “consolation”, expresses this beautifully. It suggests being with the other in his solitude, so that it ceases to be solitude.”

(9) EV (Evangelium Vitae) no. 13

(10) http://www.eurongos.org/Default.aspx?ID=1474 (Euro NGOs for Sexual and Reproductive....)

(11) http://woodseerclient.wordpress.com/category/ingos/ (IPPF and Clients)

(12) Letter to the members of the three Comboni Institutes on Justice/Peace and the Integrity of creation.

(13) Ibid.

(14) EV (Evangelium Vitae) no.29

(15) http://www.kattoliko.it/leggendanera/modules.php?name=News&file=article&sid=565 (Rino Cammilleri)

Contro la Fertilita’: I paesi in questione erano l’India, il Bangladesh, il Pakistan, la Nigeria, il Messico, le Filippine, la Thailandia, la Turchia, l’Etiopia, la Colombia e il Brasile.
China has killed 400 million children (16)

EV (Evangelium Vitae) no. 16

EV (Evangelium Vitae) no. 26

SS (Spe Salvi) no. 2: “The dark door of time, of the future, has been thrown open. The one who has hope lives differently; the one who hopes has been granted the gift of a new life.”

SS (Spe Salvi) no. 3

SS (Spe Salvi) no. 5: “… many of the early Christians belonged to the lower social strata, … Yet from the beginning there were also conversions in the aristocratic and cultured circles, since they too were living “without hope and without God in the world”. Myth had lost its credibility; the Roman State religion had become fossilized into simple ceremony which was scrupulously carried out, but by then it was merely “political religion”. Philosophical rationalism had confined the gods within the realm of unreality. The Divine was seen in various ways in cosmic forces, but a God to whom one could pray did not exist.”

DCE (Deus Caritas Est) no. 1: “God is love, and he who abides in love abides in God, and God abides in him” (Jn 4:16). These words from the First Letter of John express with remarkable clarity the heart of the Christian faith: the Christian image of God and the resulting image of mankind and its destiny. In the same verse, Saint John also offers a kind of summary of the Christian life: “We have come to know and to believe in the love God has for us”. We have come to believe in God's love: in these words the Christian can express the fundamental decision of his life. Being Christian is not the result of an ethical choice or a lofty idea, but the encounter with an event, a person, which gives life a new horizon and a decisive direction. Saint John's Gospel describes that event in these words: “God so loved the world that he gave his only Son, that whoever believes in him should … have eternal life” (3:16).

Priests for life offer world links on Pro-Life

http://www.priestsforlife.org/doctors/
http://www.priestsforlife.org/plgroups/europe.htm
http://www.priestsforlife.org/plgroups/africa.htm
http://www.priestsforlife.org/plgroups/asia.htm
http://internationalfiamc.blogspot.co.uk

Pro-Life Medical International Webs

“World Federation of Catholic Medical Associations”
“Federation Internationale des Associations de Medecins Catholiques”
http://www.fiamc.org/ with several other links
http://www.fiamc.org/texts/fiamc-texts/decisions/new-fiamc-publication/ (world links)
http://www.ncbcenter.org National Catholic Bioethics Centre (NCBC)
http://www.ncregister.com National Catholic Register (a service of EWTN)
http://www.ncregister.com/site/article/creating-communities-centered-on-marriage/ (Family)

F.E.A.M.C. = FEDERATION EUROPEENNE DES ASSOCIATIONS MEDICALES CATHOLIQUES
http://frblin.perso.neuf.fr/feamc/europe.htm

EUROPEAN FEDERATION OF THE CATHOLIC MEDICAL ASSOCIATIONS
http://www.matercare.org/ with several other links
http://www.youthdefence.ie/blog/sample-page/ Young people who believe that life is worth protecting
http://www.prolifeinfo.ie/ information
http://www.abortionfacts.com/ facts and principles for everyone
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